
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLELOCATIONS OF UNDISCOVERED HYDROCARBONACCUMULATIONS IN SPARSELY DRILLED AREASGHEORGHE CIMOCAAbstrat. This paper uses onepts and priniples pertaining to a naturalgeometrial data struture (the Voronoi diagram) in a theoretial attemptto estimate the sites and perimeters to really sueed in an exploration forundisovered new hydroarbon aumulations in an oil basin/system. Theproposed algorithm an be applied to oil, methane gas or oil and gas ombinedreserves in a natural area of hydroarbon aumulation, haraterized by thesame hydroarbon soure. 1. IntrodutionThe starting point of this mathematial experiment was a report [7℄, publishedby the Petroonsultants Group in 1993, on a new method for estimating undisov-ered petroleum potential with appliations to the giant oil �elds of the world, suhas: Arabo-Iranian basin, Campos basin, Gippsland basin, Kutei, South Sumatra,Niger delta, Timan-Pehora, North Sea grabens, Transylvania basin, as well asother petroleum systems. Their estimation is based on the best �t with fratalparabolas of oil �eld size distributions. Meanwhile, new methodologies meantto estimate the amount of undisovered hydroarbon reserves were announed inseveral reports ([11℄, [5℄), whose results haven't been published so far.However, a more \deliate" and obviously more diÆult problem an be posed:\Is it possible to make foreasts/estimates, with a ertain degreeof plausibility, on the loations (sites, perimeters, extents, zones)of the \presumably existing" hydroarbon aumulatios, not yetdisovered in a sparsely drilled oil system?"Using our knowledge of Voronoi diagrams ([3℄, [10℄) whih we had previouslyapplied to some natural geologial data strutures (e.g., mineral deposits) we ar-rived at a �rst approah of the above problem. The most important question was:2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68U05.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I3.5. [Computational Geometry and ObjetModeling℄ . 27



28 GHEORGHE CIMOCAhow to formulate, in mathematial terms, a loation priniple to �nd the \mostplausible" sites and orresponding extents of new oil �elds in a drilled area?2. Voronoi diagrams: general oneptsLet X be a non-empty arbitrary set. A funtion d : X �X ! R is said to be adistane or a metri on X if it satis�es the following onditions:d(x; y) = 0 () x = y;d(x; y) = d(y; x);d(x; y) � d(x; z) + d(z; y) 8x; y; z 2 X:The pair (X; d) is alled a metri spae.A simple example is the real plane R2 with the metri de�ned by:d(x; y) =p(x1 � y1)2 + (x2 � y2)2 8x = (x1; x2); y = (y1; y2) 2 R2 :This metri is alled the Eulidean metri on R2 . Let (X; d) be a metri spae. Asubset Y of X is said to be bounded (with respet to the metri) ifsup fd(x; y)jx; y 2 Y g < 1:Let Y be a non-empty subset of X and x 2 X . The real number:d(Y; x) = inf fd(y; x)jy 2 Y gis alled distane from x to Y . Let M(X) be the set of all non-empty, boundedsubsets of (X; d) and M 0(X) the set of all non-empty and losed subsets of (X; d).If Y; Z 2M(X), then the real number:e(Y; Z) = sup fd(Y; z)jz 2 Zgis alled gauge or exess of Y from Z.If (X; d) is a metri spae, then the funtion � : M 0(X)�M 0(X) ! R de�nedby: �(Y; Z) = max fe(Y; Z); e(Z; Y )g 8Y; Z 2M 0(X)is a metri on M 0(X) [8℄. This metri is alled the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri.Suppose now that S = fC1; : : : ; Ckg is a �nite set of distint points in R2 andf : R2 �S ! [0;1[ is a given funtion alled the inuene or authorithy funtion.If i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, then the subset of R2 de�ned by:reg(Ci) = fx 2 R2 jf(x;Ci) � f(x;Cj);8j 2 f1; : : : ; kg n figgis said to be the inuene region of Ci.We all the set freg(C1); : : : ; reg(Ck)g the Voronoi diagram generated by Swith inuene funtion f . In fat, the Voronoi diagram is a overing of the realplane by a set of regions assoiated with members of the point set S and aninuene funtion f .



AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLE LOCATIONS 29The sets reg(Ci); i = f1; : : : ; kg are sometimes alled faes of the Voronoi dia-gram. The intersetion of two faes gives a Voronoi edge and the intersetion oftwo edges is alled a Voronoi vertex.We'll denote by V or(S; f) the set onsisting of all points of the edges of aVoronoi diagram generated by S and an inuene funtion f .If i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg; i 6= j, then the subset of R2 de�ned by:sep(Ci; Cj) = fx 2 R2 jf(x;Ci) = f(x;Cj)gis alled the separation urve of Ci and Cj , and the set:dom(Ci; Cj) = fx 2 R2 jf(x;Ci) � f(x;Cj)gde�nes the dominane region of Ci over Cj .The following relations hold true:dom(Cj ; Ci) = [R2 n dom(Ci; Cj)℄ [ sep(Ci; Cj);reg(Ci) = \fdom(Ci; Cj)jj 2 f1; : : : ; kg n figg:If the inuene funtion f is the Eulidean metri d of R2 , then the planar (ordi-nary) Voronoi diagram is obtained. In this ase, sep(Ci; Cj) is the perpendiularbisetor mij between Ci and Cj , and dom(Ci; Cj) is the half plane de�ned by mij ,ontaining Ci. Therefore, being the intersetion of k � 1 half planes, reg(Ci) is aonvex set.When f = d, we all the region reg(Ci) the (ordinary) Voronoi polygon as-soiated with Ci, or the Voronoi polygon of Ci denoted V (Ci). Sine a Voronoipolygon is a losed set, it ontains its boundary denoted by �V (Ci). The termpolygon is used to denote the union of the boundary and of the interior. Theboundary of a Voronoi polygon may onsist of line segments, half lines or in�nitelines, whih we all Voronoi edges. Alternatively, we may de�ne a Voronoi edgeas a line segment, a half line or an in�nite line shared by two Voronoi polygons.If V (Ci) \ V (Cj) 6= ;, then the set V (Ci) \ V (Cj) gives a Voronoi edge whihmay degenerate into a point. If V (Ci) \ V (Cj) is neither empty nor a point, wesay that the Voronoi polygons V (Ci) and V (Cj) are adjaent.For the sake of simpliity, if f = d, instead of V or(S; f) we write V or(S) =�V (Ci) [ : : : [ �V (Ck).Now let A be a losed subset of R2 and T = fT1; : : : ; Tkg, where eah Ti; i 2f1; : : : ; kg is a losed subset of A. If the elements of the set T satisfy [Ti n �Ti℄ \[Tj n�Tj ℄ = ;;8i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg; i 6= j, then we all the set T a pretessellation of A.A pretessellation T, where all Ti; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg are onvex sets is alled a onvexpretessellation.A pretesselation T = fT1; : : : ; Tkg with A = [fTiji = 1; : : : ; kg beomes atesselation. A planar Voronoi diagram is a tessellation whih onsists of onvexpolygons with three or more verties. A planar tessellation in whih any Ti in T



30 GHEORGHE CIMOCAis a triangle 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg is alled a triangulation of A. Two verties sharing anedge in a triangulation are alled adjaent.Given a planar Voronoi diagram where generators are not olinear and theirnumber is three or more, but �nite, we join all pairs of generators whose Voronoipolygons share a ommon Voronoi edge, thus obtaining a new tessellation. Ifthe new tessellation onsists only of triangles, we all it a Delaunay triangula-tion; otherwise, we all it a Delaunay pretriangulation. In the ase of the De-launay pretriangulation, we partition the non-triangular polygons into trianglesby non-interseting line segments joining the verties. As a result, the Delaunaypretriangulation beomes a Delaunay triangulation.3. Loational mathematial modelLet's onsider an oil system (or a geologial-tetonial region) externally delim-ited, on a geographial map, by the boundary of a simple polygon A. Supposethat in this oil system k oil �elds have been disovered.Let the points C1; : : : ; Ck be the enters/sites/domes and let the simple poly-gons }1; : : : ; }k; Ci 2 }i � A; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg be the extents/ontours of these �elds,being situated on the same map. Moreover, }1 \ : : : \ }k = ;.We onsider the set S = fC1; : : : ; Ckg. In addition, let's denote Bi = �}i; i 2f1; : : : ; kg and P = [f}iji = 1; : : : ; kg.Now, we formulate the following question: where, in this region A, an theenters of a given number of new, posible oil �elds be most plausibly loated ?In order to get an answer it is important to restate and formalize the aboveverbal problem more preisely, in mathematial terms. With that end in view, letd be the Eulidean metri on R2 , M 0 the set of all non-empty losed subsets of R2and � the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri on M 0.In order to mathematially formalize the loational problem, we must adopt anessential assumption:Assumption. B1 \ : : : \ Bk = V or(S) \ AIf the above assumption is orret, then we believe the most plausible loationof the enters of m undisovered oil �elds in the oil system A leads to the followingoptimization problem:Loation problem. Find m points Ck+1; : : : ; Ck+m in A n P suh that:�(V or(S [ fCk+1; : : : ; Ck+mg); B1 [ : : : [ Bk) =minf�(V or(S [ S0); B1 [ : : : [ Bk)jS0 2 �gwhere: � = fS0 � A n P jard(S0 n S) = mg:



AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLE LOCATIONS 31Remarks.(1) In fat, the above loation problem is to determine within a simple poly-gon A the loations of a given number (m) of points, outside of a pretes-sellation of A (in AnP ), so that the Pompeiu-Hausdor� distane betweentwo Voronoi diagrams having some ommon generators is minimized.The distane an be de�ned as the sum of Pompeiu-Hausdor� distanesbetween the pairs of Voronoi polygons [2℄ with ommon generators.(2) A ouple of loation problems are similar, although muh easier thanours: the reognition of a Dirihlet (Voronoi) tessellation [1℄, [12℄ andthe geographial optimization problem from [6℄. These problems startfrom a onvex tessellation. By ontrast, we start from a more general,non onvex pretesselation, denoted in the following by (A;S; P ).4. The approximate algorithmBeing fully aware of the diÆulty of the above loation problem, we have tried to�nd only an approximate solution. Our approximate algorithm is of an inrementaltype [9℄ and uses some remarks on distortions of a Voronoi diagram when one pointmoves [4℄.Let S = fC1; : : : ; Ckg be the set of sites/enters of disovered oil �elds and anarbitrary point C0 2 A n P . In the following, we denote by V (i); i = 1; : : : ; k, theVoronoi polygon of Ci in the Voronoi diagram generated by S and by V0(i) theVoronoi polygon in the Voronoi diagram generated by S0 = S [ fC0g. Let T0 bethe Delaunay triangulation of the set S0.For Ci 2 S, we have V (i) = V0(i), if and only if Ci and C0 are not adjaentverties in T0 [4℄. Moreover, if Ci and C0 are adjaent and }i � V (i), it doesn'tfollow that }i � V0(i).We say that the \enter" C0 is admissible in pretessellation (A;S; P ) in respetto T0, if for every Ci 2 S, suh that Ci and C0 are adjaent verties in T0, then}i � V0(i).If Cp; Cq 2 A n S;Cp 6= Cq , let us denote by Vp(i), respetively by Vq(i), theVoronoi polygon of Ci 2 S in V or(Sp), respetively V or(Sq), where Sp = S [ Cpand Sq = S [ Cq . Let Tp, respetively Tq be the Delaunay triangulations of Sp,respetively Sq . Moreover, let �A(p) be the set of points in S whih are adjaentwith Cp in Tp, and �A(q) the points in S adjaent with Cq in Tq .Let Cp and Cq be two admissible enters in (A;S; P ) orresponding to Tp andTq, respetively. We say that Cp is preferred to Cq if�p = XCi2�A(p) �(Vp(i); Vp(p)) � XCi2�A(q) �(Vq(i); Vq(q)) = �q ;where � is the Pompeiu-Hausdor� distane.



32 GHEORGHE CIMOCAThe number �p evaluates the distortion e�et of the point Cp on the Voronoidiagram generated by S. At the same time, �p represents a measure of plausibility.The smaller �p, the more plausible Cp.Let G(p; p) be a uniform retangular grid with sides parallel to the oordinateaxes, whih ontains A, and the number p of horizontal and vertial grid lines aneven integer.The algorithm. Step 1. Let p be the smallest positive even integer suh thatm < p2 and let G(p; p) be the minimal uniform retangular grid overing A.Let n := 0 and W 0 := S.Step 2. San the grid G(p; p) retangle-by-retangle, in a spiral order, start-ing from the entral retangle of the grid. For eah retangle Dq+1 exeute thefollowing operations:a. Let C0 := the enter of Dq+1;b. Construt the Delaunay triangulation T� of the set W � = W q [ fC0g. Wedistinguish the ases:Case I. If there exists a point Ci 2 S whih is adjaent to C0 in T� and C0 2 }i,take the next retangle.Case II. If C0 =2 P , hoose the most preferred point C� between C0 and eahof the four retangle orners whih are not in P . Let W q+1 := W q [ fC�g andn := n+ 1. If n = m stop, else go to Step 1 with p := 2p.Remarks.(1) In fat, this algorithm loates am-points planar on�guration in a pretes-sellation, eah of the m points having only a loal plausibility. Thison�guration an be a starting point pattern for further, more subtle,improved algorithms.(2) Mathematially, it is easier to insert \new" admissible oil �elds loser tothe boundary of A, but we have preferred a more \entral" on�gurationfor geologial reasons.(3) The algorithm an be relativized to a subzone of A, alled zone of geo-logial interest.A software pakage named EXPLORER has been developed and tested on bothnon- and real data. EXPLORER enables users to:� visualize a basin in study with all its �elds,� visualize a partiular �eld and its ontour,� visualize a �eld and its adjaent neighbours,� visualize the Voronoi diagram of a basin,� loate a given number of new plausible oil �elds and their possible ex-tents, and� print the founded pattern of \new" and old �elds.



AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLE LOCATIONS 33In the following �gures we present an example of EXPLORER outputs for a�tional basin with 15 ative oil �elds, their ontours or extents (gray polygons)and the Voronoi diagram of these �elds (left); the foreasted sites of 6 possiblenew �elds (irled dots) and their plausible (in dereasing rank order, #1 havingthe highest degree of plausibility) extents as their Voronoi polygons (right).

5. An experiment for Transylvania BasinThe EXPLORER software appliation allows the user to \disover" several\new" oil �elds as well, in a real oil basin, Transylvania, with di�erent plausibil-ities (depending on the number of sanned retangles).We an omuniate, to whom may be interested, two tested results:(1) Using the information regarding the 23 ative �elds disovered in theTransylvania basin during 1906-1965, the algorithm proposed 20 \new"loations of methane gas �elds. We were surprised to �nd out that 15out of these �elds were \on�rmed" (their extents having a non-emptyintersetion with at least one ontour of an atually disovered �eld)during 1966-1985 (out of the 29 new �elds atually pointed out duringthis period). Furthermore, 4 more �elds were on�rmed during 1986-1996 (out of 52 new atually disovered �elds). Therefore, 19 out of the20 sites proposed by algorithm have been on�rmed.(2) Foreasting again 20 possible loations of \new" �elds by means of themethane gas �eld pattern existing in 1985 (i.e., 52 ative �elds), 17 �eldswere on�rmed during 1986-1996.
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